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Karp lus–Strong synthes iskarpy
u s e r  m a nu a l

m a x  f o r  l i v e+

karpy is a polyphonic max for live instrument device for Ableton Live. It is based on 
the Karplus-Strong algorithm synthesis to create (not only!) string-like sounds.

You can randomize brightness, resonance, filter and glide, choosing probability and 
ranges to make more unpredictable sounds. With the control of attack and bounces 
you can create a variety of sounds that goes from bowed-like timbres to marimbas 
and smooth pads.

Karplus–Strong string synthesis is a method of physical modelling 
synthesis that loops a short waveform through a filtered delay line to 
simulate the sound of a hammered or plucked string or some types of 
percussion.
At first glance, this technique can be viewed as subtractive synthesis 
based on a feedback loop similar to that of a comb filter for z-transform 
analysis. However, it can also be viewed as the simplest class of wave-
table-modification algorithms now known as digital waveguide synthe-
sis, because the delay line acts to store one period of the signal.
Alexander Strong invented the algorithm, and Kevin Karplus did the 
first analysis of how it worked. Together they developed software and 
hardware implementations of the algorithm, including a custom VLSI 
chip. [wikipedia]
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bright: choose how rich in 
high frequencies will be the 
initial burst that goes into the 
delay chain

resonance: decides the amount of 
sound to be returned in the delay line, 
producing resonances with different 
lengths in the final sound if ON, the velocity of the 

input notes multiplies 
the values you set on 
the corresponding para-
meters

filter: cuts higher frequen-
cies with each pass through 
the delay line. It acts like a 
damper on the strings

wide: widens the stereo 
field by delaying one 
channel relative to the 
other

glide: adds a certain 
amount of glissato to 
each note

up/down: choose 
ascending or 

descending glissato

high values:  bright sound

low values:  dark sound

high values:  more decay and resonances

low values:  less decay and resonances

high values:  less damps

low values:  more damps
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bounce: adds a kind of hammer that 
bounces off the initial burst. Bounces 
rate is related to velocity and can be 
changed by aftertouch values while 
the note is playing

sustain off: it reacts like a 
percussion instrument

attack decay*

depends on bright, 
resonance and filter 
values 
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Envelope
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sustain on: allows sounds 
with sustain: good for 
bow-like sounds and pads

attack release*
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depends on note velocity

depends on release parameter:
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rnd bright
This switch activates the random section 
of the brightness parameter. Minimum 
value, maximum value and randomisation 
percentage will appear, i.e. with what 

percentage each note will generate a random or 

fixed brightness param (set in the knob below).

higher %       more variability in timbre harmonics

Random and fun

References

rnd resonance
This switch activates the random section of the 
resonance parameter. Minimum value, 
maximum value and randomisation percentage 
will appear, i.e. with what percentage each note will 

generate a random or fixed resonance param (set in the 

knob below).
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high %  more variability in decay and resonance

DOWNLOAD
http://gum.co/karpy

rnd glide
This switch activates the random section 
of glide parameter. Minimum value, 
maximum value and randomisation 
percentage will appear, i.e. with what 

percentage each note will generate a random or 

fixed glide param (set in the knob below).

higher %       more variability in glissati

piumaxforlivedevices

piu_maxforlive

t0mm3

one/all: 
choose if the 
parameters act 
instantly on all 
notes or if 
each note will 
have a 
different 
parameter

rnd filter
This switch activates the random section of the 
filter parameter. Minimum value, maximum 
value and randomisation percentage will 
appear, i.e. with what percentage each note will 

generate a random or fixed filter param (set in the knob 

below).

high %  more variability in final damping


